
ROLE CLARITY FOR ICANN 
• Basic understanding of terms and definitions 
• Clear definitions and glossary of terms 
• Reduce use of specialized terms 
• How to translate current mission into understandable terms for broader community 
• Expression of the functions of ICANN in clear terms 
• What do we mean when we say ICANN? 
• ICANN the organization vs. ICANN the community 
• Identification of ICANN’s roles – understanding and recognition 
• Role dynamic rather than static 
• Dynamic and evolving… 
• Define accountability to whom – how exhibited 
• Need a clear(er) picture of what the world looks like in 2018, and then define our roles 
• Clearly defined roles for staff, community and board 
• Clear definition of outreach responsibilities between staff and community 
• Internal clarity @ staff 
• Internal staff/department roles and responsibilities defined 
• Clarify role in relocation to policy & regulation 
• Define focus of activity ICANN’s role in the public interest needs to be defined 
• ICANN should define what it means by public interest and protect it 

o ICANN should evolve its compliance role 
o Assist most countries in making it effective 
o ICANN security role should evolve by (?) 

• Understand role in relationship with broader ecosystem 
• Role defined in context of rest of the ecosystem 
• Placement of ICANN in the larger ecosystem 
• Role in relation to other entities 
• Be non-apologetic about the bigger role ICANN will play as it grows within ecosystem 
• Role within broader ecosystem 
• Be honest about overlap with ISOC 
• ICANN < > ITU < > i*org .  Who does what? 
• Yes, ICANN viewed as a “regulatory” body 
• Accept that certain aspects of ICANN’s work are already regulatory, even if people don’t like it. WE REGULATE!*  

*not really. 
• No content or IP enforcement but be supportive of other bodies that are responsible for these areas 
• i.e. technical coordination but not content 
• ICANN mission includes content in some limited way 
• ICANN provides enabling platform for Internet to thrive 



• Keep the Internet functional, don’t advocate specific technology or approach 
• Say no to Fadi 
• Global understanding 
• What does it actually mean to be the “coordinators of the DNS system” Root servers? 
• Thought leader and respected to do our job.  TRUSTED 
• Recognized leadership 
• Recognized by international treaties i.e. Red Cross 
• Be a visible success of the MSM 
• Open & Transparent 
• Clarity of role.  Trusted steward of DNS by 2018 
• Tie role to ICANN mission 
• Clarify in scope and out of scope 
• Bright lines of what is in and out of scope 
• Mandatory vs. voluntary activities (should, can, may) 
• Must do vs. should/can/won’t do 
• Role > services (tech/non-tech) > efficiency > enablement 
• Supports “healthy” cyber abuse mitigation policy development even if not domain name focused.  
• Continued role in IP right management over the Internet 
• Increase understanding of totality of technical role 
• Role > policies > controls > equality/fairness globally and across all communities 
• Discussions on contract obligations vs. regulatory/oversight/conduct  
• ICANN policy making solutions, not regulations 
• “AP” regulatory/policy development included in ICANN mission 
• Clarify spectrum from pure technical coordination to taking responsibility for whole ecosystem – where do we sit on the continuum?  

o Facilitate discussion by others – avoid vacuum 
o Have supported cap building like IDNS, contracts 

• ICANN should be like doctors “do no harm”. Need experimentation to endue through.  
• IP vs consumers rights - IP is designed to protect consumers from deception, not in conflict. Ways for intersection could work more effectively to identify 

common ground.  
• Compliance. Needs enforcement of agreements. Can 3rd parties help with compliance? Independent process to lodge complaints, DRP compliance (like 

UDRP) 
• ICANN Should stick to its stewardship role and leave stakeholders to operate within their legal and contextual framework.  
• Active support for grassroots participation should be improved through greater awareness creation of ICANN’s role. 
• ICANN should clearly state the anticipated role of governments in future.  
• ICANN should clarify borderlines with respect to external operational relationships e.g. with ITU 
• Continue role of DNS admin 
• New gTLDs 
• Security and Privacy  



• IP Rights in new gTLDs 
• Greater workload 
• Continuous evaluation of work 
• Operation leads to stability 
• Working in public interest 
• End users in new gTLDs need to be considered (protection mechanisms for strings) 
• Respect local responsibilities 
• Respect local cultures 
• Facilitate sustainable growth for broader community  
• New contracts are a start in upping the compliance function 
• “One world, one internet” is too broad. Need to become more specific.  
• Traditional role of ICANN, unique identifiers, is now ‘business as usual’, and it works.  
• What will be the “community” in 30 years?  
• Need a greater role in policy: intellectual property, security, privacy  
• ICANN showing tendency to becoming (and/or being dominated by) “commercial”. Need to ensure it retains its non-governmental, not for profit ethos 
• There’s a growing problem of democracy.  

o How do new people get in?  
o Where are the African/ Asian/ Latin American/ young/ women – i.e. those who will become major communities in future decades.  
o Current “volunteer” ethos is a barrier to taking serious roles – it limits participation to mainly old (time available), rich (can afford it) white men (have 

the networks to keep voting the on) 
• Caution about expanding ICANN’s role 
• ICANN’s role in public interest is different from, and wider than GAC’s public interest 
• Public interest needs better definition in the context of ICANN 
• Policy coordination retained at the heart shouldn't expand into regulator role? 
• We support expanding to do current tasks better is different from expansion of role  
• ICANN role for security is within the DNS 
• ICANN role in IP is trademark not patent a copyright  
• ICANN should not create new trademark rights 
• Definition & clarity of public role, the understanding of the top-down forces that limit what can be achieved.  
• Obligations to keep users connected and serviced and working through contractual relationships? 
• A global resource: need to develop an internationalized business model to improve regional & local understanding which can then help customize the 

approach to the region (e.g. new TLD rounds) 
• ICANN should extend its compliance role to countries that have registries & registrars or these registries and registrars should follow ICANN 

compliance… 
• Continue to enhance security & stability of internets DNS (root-server) 
• Evolve in supporting secure networks 
• ICANN to strengthen and enhance its outreach to regions to protect its MS model. Also more capacity building to understand Internet and DNS 

management, regional meetings and should start 



• There is no such thing as the ‘public interest' there are different publics and different interest.  
o Openness in respect for different interests 
o Out of different interests, role of organization is to distill and balance 
o Procedural component substantive component  

• Caution about expanding ICANN’s role, but not expanding to do current tasks better 
• ICANN facilitate outreach/ regional imbalance / right balance of stakeholders 
• Not to expand ICANN scope to be a user group.  
• ICANN online tools are good, but it is difficult to draw in if you have not actually participated f2f. 
• BC should do outreach via ccTLD 
• ICANN has changed its name to ITU-A for assigned names and numbers 
• Remember that coexistence with ITU or others must not become co-optation  
• Participate more in local events such as “Dia de Internet” (Internet Day) in some LAC countries (such as El Salvador) 
• Structural separation compliance/Policy making roles 
• (Van Roste – CENTR; peter@centr.org) ICANN’s role as derived from its bylaws is clear and specific: “The mission of The Internet Corporation for 

Assigned Names and Numbers ("ICANN") is to coordinate, at the overall level, the global Internet's systems of unique identifiers, and in particular to 
ensure the stable and secure operation of the Internet's unique identifier systems.” 
In order to be able to fulfill this role, ICANN needs to continue to build the necessary relations with the different stakeholders, in particular with 
governments. 
All additional activities and initiatives should be in direct support of the organisation’s mission. The recognition and goodwill ICANN receives depend 
upon the excellence with which this core mission is fulfilled. By focusing on its core mission, ICANN will avoid being seen as a threat by governments or 
international organisations. 
CENTR welcomes the decision to separate ICANN’s operational role from its policy role. Considering that ccTLD policies are set locally, the 
aforementioned approach will help our community to contribute and participate in the relevant areas. 

	  


